The French Environment and Energy Management Agency (ADEME) is activei nt he implementation of public policy in the areas of the environment, energy and sustainable development. The Agency provides expertise and advisory services to businesses, local authorities and communities, government bodies and the public at large, to enable them to establish and consolidate their environmental action. As part of this workA DEME helps finance projects, from research to implementation, in the areas of waste management, soil protection, energy efficiency and renewable energy,a ir quality and noise abatement.
Worksh avea lready been carried out on the subject: in this way,i n2 005, ag uide entitled (4) « La récolte raisonnée des rémanents en forêt »( "Sustainable harvesting of residue in the forest") published by ADEME/AFOCEL/IDF/INRA has made it possible to support forest administrators in their analysis on the feasibility of the harvesting of wood residue. Currently this guide is undergoing a revision, in collaboration with GIP ECOFOR, around which the takeholders of forest and wood sectors arei np articular associated.
Actions made by ADEME on forest soil must be able to contribute in the medium term to:
-P roposing physical, chemical and biological operational indicators that make it possible to assess the quality of forest soil.
(1) www.gessol.fr. Antonio Bispo -t homAs Eglin -C ArolinE rAntiEn -i sABEllE FEix -m iriAm BuitrAgo -J érômE moussEt -Q uantifying the contribution of the "soil"c ompartment to the "greenhouse gas"b alance of forests as af unction of the natureo ft he soil, forest species and forestry practices notably with a viewt oe stimating carbon storage variations in the forest.
-I dentifying and proposing forestry management practices that guarantee the sustainability of the "soil"r esource and that maximise the forest's contribution to climate change mitigation.
In order to develop such actions, these research issues haveb een integrated in the research calls for tender led by ADEME and in particular the REACCTIF call for tender «REcherche sur l'Atténuation du Changement ClimaTique par l'agriculturee tl aF orêt »( REsearch on the mitigation of Climate Change by agriculturea nd Forest).
Taking into account its ambitions as regards the protection of forest soil, it was natural that ADEME has associated itself with the REGEFOR 2013 workshop and the publication of this work, which will make it possible to produce an exhaustives tate of knowledge report on the assessment and maintenance of the quality of forest soils.
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